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**ABSTRACT**

Bug reports and patch commits are dramatically increasing for OS kernels, incentivizing a critical need for kernel-level bug reproduction and patch testing. Directed greybox fuzzing (DGF), aiming to stress-test a specific part of code, is a promising approach for bug reproduction and patch testing. However, the existing DGF methods exclusively target user-space applications, presenting intrinsic limitations in handling OS kernels. In particular, these methods cannot pinpoint the appropriate system calls and the needed syscall parameter values to reach the target location, resulting in low efficiency and waste of resources.

In this paper, we present SyzDirect, a DGF solution for the Linux kernel. With a novel, scalable static analysis of the Linux kernel, SyzDirect identifies valuable information such as correct system calls and conditions on their arguments to reach the target location. During fuzzing, SyzDirect utilizes the static analysis results to guide the generation and mutation of test cases, followed by leveraging distance-based feedback for seed prioritization and power scheduling. We evaluated SyzDirect on upstream Linux kernels for bug reproduction and patch testing. The results show that SyzDirect can reproduce 320% more bugs and reach 25.6% more target patches than generic kernel fuzzers. It also improves the speed of bug reproduction and patch reaching by a factor of 154.3 and 680.9, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Kernel is the most important software component which supports the entire operating system (OS) and all user applications. Thus, the security of OS kernels is crucial and has gained massive attention in recent years. Numerous static analysis techniques [8, 13, 16, 27, 29, 30, 41, 46] and fuzzing tools [4, 18, 24, 38, 40, 42] have emerged and discovered a large number of security vulnerabilities in, for instance, the Linux kernel. This incurs tremendous pressure on kernel developers to analyze the bugs and develop high-quality patches. In such a circumstance, directed greybox fuzzing (DGF)—aiming to prioritize fuzz testing on a specific code location [10, 14, 15, 22, 26, 47]—is a promising technique for help. DGF can automate the reproduction of bugs if their reports do not come with a proof-of-concept (PoC) input. DGF can stress-test the developed patches to assess their quality, reducing manual review efforts. However, the existing DGF techniques primarily focus on user-space applications [10, 14, 15, 22, 26, 47], which cannot be adapted for OS kernels easily. The state-of-the-art DGF technique for OS kernels is GREBE [28]. However, GREBE is a method tailored to a specific task (i.e., exploring more error behaviors of a kernel bug), rather than a generic directed fuzzing solution. It requires the PoC program as its input, which is not available in typical DGF scenarios.

In general, the existing DGF techniques employ two major strategies to approach the target location quickly: *distance-guided exploration* [10, 14, 15, 26] and *invalid input pruning* [22, 47]. The first strategy gathers runtime feedback to calculate the distance to reach the target location and prioritizes test cases with a shorter distance. The second strategy filters out test cases that cannot reach the target location or follow an infeasible execution path, further boosting the exploration.

While the generic strategies above can be applied to OS kernels, achieving effective kernel-level DGF faces a series of obstacles that the available tools do not consider or overcome. (1) Unlike user-space applications which take a fixed entry point, OS kernels implement hundreds of system calls (abbreviated as syscalls) as the main interface to interact with the kernel. For instance, Linux kernel has around 330 primitive syscalls and the SOTA kernel fuzzer, Syzkaller [18], defines nearly 4,200 syscall variants for fuzzing. Thus identifying the correct entry syscall and variant to reach the target site is important for kernel-level DGF to avoid wasting time exploring the infeasible syscalls. However, applying existing control
flow analysis techniques to identify entry syscall introduces a lot of false positives due to the heavy use of indirect calls in Linux kernel. In addition, there’s no work that considers how to match the kernel code to the syscall variants. (2) In addition to syscalls, it is also important to prepare needed syscall arguments to meet the constraints on the execution path to the target. Otherwise, DGF would easily get stuck in exploring the argument space. However, existing generic static analysis methods, like the precondition analysis adopted by Beacon [22], can unlikely work well due to the complexity of the kernel. On the one hand, tracing the execution of syscall requires analyzing the deep code. On the other hand, the kernel code involves a great many indirect calls, linked list operations, nested data structures, and many layers of pointer dereference, making accurate data flow analysis of deep codes challenging.

To address the above challenges, we present SyzDirect, the first general directed greybox fuzzing solution for Linux kernel. SyzDirect takes a target code location in the target kernel version as input and aims to stress-test the target code. SyzDirect leverages novel static analysis, which exploits the design of Linux kernel and Syzlang [19], to identify important information to reach the target site. First, SyzDirect identifies syscall variants that serve as the entry point to the target site. To achieve this, SyzDirect matches kernel functions with syscall variants by modeling the operations they perform and the resources they operate on, which is challenging for traditional static analysis. Second, SyzDirect infers the syscall variants that are dependent on the entry syscalls which set important contexts (e.g., generating suitable resources) for triggering the target. Third, SyzDirect leverages a light-weight method to identify the conditions on syscall arguments to reach the target and refine the argument description for entry syscalls. The method exploits the rich information of Syzlang descriptions to avoid heavy-weight data flow analysis. Then SyzDirect assembles the information as templates to guide the directed fuzzing. In particular, SyzDirect adopts a customized mutation algorithm that prefers to generate test cases following the templates and leverages distance-based feedback for seed prioritization and power scheduling.

We have implemented a prototype of SyzDirect based on Syzkaller [18] and LLVM [25]. We evaluate SyzDirect against Syzkaller and SyzGo (a variant of AFLGo [10] for Linux kernel) in two typical application scenarios of DGF: patch testing and bug reproduction. In addition, we have adapted GREBE[28] as a general DGF approach and compared its ability of reproducing bugs with SyzDirect. The results show that SyzDirect outperforms Syzkaller, SyzGo, and GREBE in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. For bug reproduction, SyzDirect could reproduce 320%, 281%, and 121% more bugs than Syzkaller, SyzGo, and GREBE, respectively. For bugs that Syzkaller and SyzGo could reproduce, SyzDirect reproduced 154.3x faster than Syzkaller and 81.9x faster than SyzGo. For patch testing, SyzDirect can cover 25.6% and 36.1% more targets than Syzkaller and SyzGo. Most of all, SyzDirect discovered 4 known insecure patches that other fuzzers could not. In addition, the experiment individually evaluated the benefits of each key component of SyzDirect for kernel-level DGF.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We propose a static analysis method to identify important information for kernel-level DGF, including the correct entry syscalls and the conditions on the arguments to reach the target.
- We present the design and implementation of SyzDirect, a directed greybox fuzzing framework for Linux kernel, which leverages the identified information to guide fuzzing.
- We conduct a comprehensive evaluation of SyzDirect against the generic kernel fuzzer and the existing DGF techniques. The results show that SyzDirect significantly outperforms them in both efficiency and effectiveness.

Available Artifact. We open-source SyzDirect under the Apache-2.0 license at https://github.com/seclab-fudan/SyzDirect. This artifact contains the prototype of SyzDirect as well as a modified Clang compiler for customized instrumentation.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Directed Greybox Fuzzing

Distance-guided Exploration. Directed greybox fuzzing (DGF) aims to intensively test a target location in a program. Compared to generic greybox fuzzing, DGF prioritizes the exploration toward the target location and, thus, can approach the target location faster. Existing methods of DGF [10, 14, 26] typically leverage a certain type of distance to guide the fuzzing progress. They first measure the distance of each input to the target location and then assign more energy to mutate inputs closer to the target location. When designing distance metrics, AFLGo [10] and Hawkeye [14] consider the control-flow information, and CAFL [26] further incorporates the data-flow information.

Optimization via Input Pruning. Distance-based guidance is helpful but fails to accurately determine which inputs can hit the target location. Thus, it still allows time to be spent on test cases not reaching the target, leading to a waste of resources [22, 47]. To address this problem, recent research [22, 47] proposes further optimizing DGF by pruning inputs that cannot reach the target. Specifically, FuzzGuard [47] develops a deep-learning-based approach to predict the reachability of inputs and filter out the non-reachable ones before sending them to fuzzing. In contrast, Beacon [22] tailors static analysis to compute preconditions for reaching the target and early terminate inputs following execution paths not satisfying the preconditions.

2.2 DGF for OS Kernels

The existing DGF techniques primarily focus on user-space applications. However, OS kernels also represent an important kind of targets where DGF is critically needed. Consider Linux kernel as an example. The Bugzilla [5] receives a mass of bug reports without a PoC, making reproduction and analysis extremely hard. DGF can help derive the missing PoCs to offload the burden of post-mortem analysis. Further, faulty patches are often committed to the Linux kernel [1, 2, 43], which can also be identified and avoided via DGF.

While the generic idea of DGF can be adapted to OS kernels, achieving effective kernel-level DGF face a series of obstacles that the existing methods cannot overcome.

Challenge I: Entry Points. Unlike user-space applications, OS kernels have many entry points represented as system calls (or
syscalls). A target location is usually only reachable from a small subset of syscalls. For instance, the Linux kernel has around 330 syscalls while the faulty patch in Figure 1 can only be reached via sendmsg and sendmmsg. Worse yet, each native syscall is often a wrapper of many independent variants, and only certain variants can reach the target. For example, Syzkaller defines 468 variants for sendmsg, depending on which protocol/sub-protocol is used [6].

The faulty patch in Figure 1 is only reachable when sendmsg uses the Reliable Datagram Socket (RDS) protocol. In total, the Linux kernel has nearly 4,200 syscall variants based on Syzkaller’s definition.

The first challenge of kernel-level DGF is identifying the correct syscalls and variants. Otherwise, we will waste tremendous time exploring the right entry point. However, the existing DGF methods neither consider this challenge nor provide solutions. Intuition suggests we may find the entry point via control flow analysis. This is not true. The faulty patch in Figure 1 is only reachable through the call chain of sendmsg → ... → rds_sendmsg → ... → rds_rdma_extra_size, where rds_sendmsg is invoked via an indirect call and the pointer pointing to rds_sendmsg is set up in another syscall (socket). The only scalable method to resolve this indirect call is type-based pointer analysis, which, unfortunately, introduces false positives. For example, the state-of-the-art type-based pointer analysis [31] reports that 235 different syscalls can reach the faulty patch. Further, even given the primary syscall, control flow analysis cannot separate different variants as all variants share the same entry point (i.e., the primary system call).

Challenge II: Argument Preparation. Finding the correct entry point helps but remains insufficient for kernel-level DGF. To reach a target location, we must also prepare the needed arguments for the syscalls. Otherwise, DGF can easily get stuck in exploring the argument space.

Determining the needed arguments requires understanding the conditions enforced on them. Generic methods, like the precondition analysis employed by Beacon [22], can unlikely work. The conditions are often embedded in deep code. To associate them with the arguments, precondition analysis must accurately reason the long, complex trail from the deep code to the syscall entry. Consider the example shown in Figure 1. To reach the faulty patch, a field deeply nested in the second argument of sendmsg must satisfy a condition right before the function call to rds_rdma_extra_size (line 6 in Figure 1). The propagation of the argument field from the syscall entry to the condition site involves indirect calls, linked list operations, nested data structures, and many layers of pointer dereference, making accurate precondition analysis extremely challenging.

Figure 1: An exemplary faulty patch in Linux kernel [3]. The patch does not check the user-provided nr_local, which can lead to an excessive allocation size for kcalloc and a kernel warning.

Figure 2: Overview of SyzDirect.
functions with syscalls based on what resources they operate on and how they operate on the resource.

Consider the case shown in Figure 1 as an example. Based on information in the sound call graph (constructed with over-approximating point-to-analysis to resolve indirect calls), the target function rds_rdma_extra_size can only be reached via kernel function rds_sendmsg, which is a member function of data structure rds_proto_ops. Leveraging a model we build to describe the creation and operation of resources in the Linux kernel (see §4.1), we can figure out that rds_proto_ops is used by rds_create to register a socket with the SOCK_SEQPACKET type from the AF_RDS family. This way, we learn that rds_rdma_extra_size operates on an AF_RDS SOCK_SEQPACKET socket. By further referring to Syzkaller’s descriptions (i.e., Syzlang) [6], we can see that only syscall variants from the $rds family (socket$rds, bind$rds, sendmsg$rds, etc.) provide interfaces to the same resource, enabling us to match our target function with those syscall variants. Finally, applying the matching result to prune the sound call graph, we can determine that the target function rds_rdma_extra_size is only reachable via sendmsg$rds.

Syscall Dependency Inference. Kernel-level DGF often requires a sequence of dependent syscalls to reach the target. For instance, reaching the faulty patch in Figure 1 mandates sequential execution of socket$rds and sendmsg$rds on the same socket.

We infer dependency between syscalls based on the resources they operate on, following the static learning method proposed by Healer [40]. Specifically, if syscall $A$ may use resource created by syscall $B$, we consider that $A$ depends on $B$. In the example shown in Figure 1, socket$rds creates the desired socket for sendmsg$rds, enabling us to establish their dependency. The remaining problem is to figure out which syscalls create/use what resources. This is a trivial task, as Syzlang has already offered such information at the syscall variant level.

Syscall Argument Refinement. Figuring out the syscall variants often automatically enforces some conditions on arguments. In Figure 1, knowing that sendmsg$rds is the desired variant enables us to restrict sendmsg’s first argument to be a AF_RDS SOCK_SEQPACKET socket descriptor. But this is not enough because many conditions are variant-independent (e.g., the condition at line 6 of Figure 1 checks the message type, which is not regulated by syscall variant).

To identify variant-independent conditions on arguments, we leverage the information available in Syzlang. Syzlang has described the conditions of syscall arguments according to the resources (e.g., a socket) or sub-resources (e.g., a socket for a specific protocol). For instance, sendmsg$rds supports seven message types (RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS, RDS_CMSG_RDMA_DEST, RDS_CMSG_RDMA_MAP, etc.), and Syzlang specifies the conditions on the arguments (and their recursively nested fields) of sendmsg for each type. In our approach, we identify all conditions that dominate the target location or affect indirect calls, followed by an attempt to match each identified condition with the argument conditions included in Syzlang. The matching is based on lightweight methods like literal/value-based comparison, which, once successful, enables us to transfer a code condition to an argument condition without any data flow or precondition analysis. For instance, the condition at line 6 of Figure 1 involves a union value named “RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS”, which matches the argument conditions in Syzlang for the "RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS" message type. Thus, we borrow the corresponding argument conditions from Syzlang for sendmsg during DGF.

Directed Kernel Fuzzing. We adapt Syzkaller [18] to perform directed fuzzing. We analyse above identify the sequence of necessary syscalls and the conditions on their arguments to reach the target location, which we assemble as templates to guide Syzkaller. Specifically, we customize the seed mutation process to generate test cases following the templates with a dominating probability. This way, we reduce the testing further away from the target location. We force Syzkaller to prioritize the mutations of seeds closer to the target location and assign higher energy to those seeds. Doing so enables us to approach the target location at a faster pace. We extend the scheme to preserve test cases. Besides test cases covering new code edges, we also preserve those resulting in a shorter distance to the target location, considering that they represent a closer step to the target.

Summary. To facilitate directed kernel fuzzing, SyzDirect features two new techniques, i.e., entry point identification (§4.1) and syscall argument refinement (§4.3). By exploiting the unique design of the Linux kernel and leveraging the syscall descriptions written in Syzlang, these two techniques overcome the limitations of existing static analysis, i.e., identifying correct syscalls for triggering the target site and preparing the needed syscall arguments, as introduced in §2.2. Besides, SyzDirect infers syscall dependencies by adapting the static learning algorithm in Healer [40] (§4.2). To our knowledge, SyzDirect is the first solution to automatically identify the syscall variants (not only primitive syscalls) and parameters that are required to reach a specific target site in deep kernel code, with the help of all these static analysis techniques.

In addition, SyzDirect extends Syzkaller to support directed fuzzing from two aspects. On the one hand, SyzDirect introduces tailored seed mutation and generation strategies (§4.5) to cooperate with the templates generated by the static analysis. On the other hand, SyzDirect realizes distance calculation (§4.4) and distance-guided scheduling by adapting and optimizing the algorithms of AFLGo [10]. Combining the template-assisted mutation and distance guidance, SyzDirect can effectively approach given target locations in the kernel.

4 DESIGN

4.1 Entry Point Identification

Our goal is to identify syscall variants that can serve as the entry point to the target site (we denote them as entry syscalls). To overcome the obstacles of entry point identification introduced in §2.2, we propose a new approach which matches kernel functions with syscall variants by modeling what resources they operate on and how they operate on the resource. Our new approach comes from two observations about the Linux kernel. Each syscall variant describes a specific operation on a specific resource in Syzlang language, providing a more fine-grained representation of kernel functionality compared to the coarse-grained primitive syscalls. After entering a syscall entry, the kernel performs function dispatch to determine which function needs to be executed. The dispatch
process parses the syscall arguments to determine what resources are being processed and what operation should be performed, and thus determines which function to execute subsequently. Based on these observations, we propose to match the syscall variants to the kernel functions by modeling the operations performed and the resources operated on in a uniform way. Assisted with the matching results, SyzDirect could locate the entry point at the syscall variant level and reduce false positives due to inaccurate indirect call analysis.

**Anchor Functions.** Considering that not all kernel functions explicitly reflect the resources they operate on and the operations they perform, we cannot model all functions in a straightforward way. Since the process of function distribution naturally involves the handling of resources and the determination of operations, We mainly analyze the dispatch process to understand what resources are manipulated and what operations are performed by the subsequent codes. We denote the first functions executed after the dispatch process as anchor functions. We first model and match the anchor functions to the syscall variants. For other functions, we identify the anchor functions from which this function can be reached and map it to the syscall variants corresponding to those anchor functions.

**Operation Modeling.** In general, the primitive syscall entry corresponds to a set of related operations and the kernel determines which specific operation to perform based on the value of command parameters passed in. We therefore take the syscall names as well as the value of the command parameters to model how the kernel function and Syzlang variants operate on resources respectively. For the syscall variant analysis, we extract the syscall name directly from the Syzlang description. We then parse all its parameters and use the numeric constants among them as the command value. For the kernel function analysis, we combine control flow and data flow analysis to extract the command values. In particular, given a syscall name, we perform forward analysis from its code entry and locate all switch statements from the CFG. We then perform data flow analysis to determine whether the variables of the switch statement are related to the syscall parameters. For the parameter-tainted switches, we take the functions in each case branch as anchor functions and use the constant value of that case as their command value.

```
// Command parameter (i.e., code) is set to KEYCTL_UPDATE
keyctl$update(code const[KEYCTL_UPDATE], ...)
// Its operation is modeled as [keyctl, KEYCTL_UPDATE]

(a) Operation Modeling for keyctl$update
```

```
/* code snippet File: security/keys/keyctl.c*/
1  SYSCALL_DEFINES(keyctl,...,option, ...){
3    //perform function dispatch based on the incoming command
4    switch(option){
5      ...
6      case KEYCTL_UPDATE:
7          return keyctl$update_key(...);//anchor function
8        //operation for keyctl$update_key is modeled as
9        [keyctl,KEYCTL_UPDATE]
10     ...

(b) Operation Modeling for Anchor Function
    corresponding to keyctl$update
```

**Figure 3.** Example of Operation Modeling.

As the same resource may be named and defined differently between the kernel code and the Syzlang description, we cannot model them with resource names. In order to build a resource model across Syzlang descriptions and kernel code, we propose to model them using invariants in resource creation. Specifically, in order to specify a resource type, creating a resource requires a corresponding string or numeric constants. For example, creating device and file system resources requires a constant string indicating the file system/device path while creating sockets requires the family and socket type. We therefore model a resource with all the string and numeric constants associated with the creation of this resource.

For the syscall variants, we can obtain the resource it takes by parsing its parameters. To model the obtained resource, we first locate the syscall variant that created the resource and then parse the parameters of the creation syscall variant, extracting all constant strings and constant values from its syscall variants shown in Figure 4, sendmsg$rds takes a resource named sock_rds as input in line 2. The producer of sock_rds takes several constants as input in line 1, we thus model sock_rds with the list of constants [AF_RDS,SOCK_SEQPACKET]. The case in line 6 is similar, we model fd_i915 as the constant string involved in its creation (i.e., open$fd_i915). In particular, we removed the path prefix from the string and kept only the name of the device.

```
1  socket$rds(domain const[AF_RDS],type
2     const[SOCK_SEQPACKET], ...) sock_rds
3  //sock_rds is modeled as [AF_RDS,SOCK_SEQPACKET]
4  4   sendmsg$rds(fd sock_rds, ...)
5  //sock_rds is modeled as [AF_RDS,SOCK_SEQPACKET]
6  5     open$fd_i915(fd const[AT_FDCWD], file ptr[in, string["/dev/
7     i915"]) ..., ...) fd_i915
8     //fd_i915 is modeled as ["i915"]
```

**Figure 4.** Example of Resource Modeling for Syscall Variants.

For kernel functions, we determine the required resources by analyzing the target of the indirect call. We observe that different types of resources are usually assigned a unique virtual table-like data structure in the kernel. After entering the syscall entry, the kernel performs function dispatch via an indirect call. This indirect call queries the virtual table corresponding to this resource, thus directing the control flow to the code that performs the corresponding functionality. Therefore, we take all the functions in the virtual table as anchor functions and they all belong to the resource which the virtual table belongs to. However, there is still...
a gap between the virtual table of a resource and the invariants in the creation of this resource.

To resolve this gap, we investigated the resource creation process and observed that most of the resource creation process in the kernel follows such a manner. During module loading or kernel initialization, the kernel invokes some generic registration functions which take key information, such as constant information about the resource and the resource creation function as arguments. When creating a resource, the kernel invokes the corresponding creation function. The resource creation function will assign other constants and virtual tables to the kernel structure which represents the resource object. Based on these observations, we develop a customized static analysis to correlate the virtual tables to the invariants of resources (i.e., constant string and numeric values). Our approach consists of three steps. First, we manually collect a list of commonly used registration functions and locate all their callsites. For each call site, we exploit the domain knowledge to extract key constant values and the creation function based on the variables’ names. Second, we look into the creation function. We analyze all of the assignment statements and identify the assignment of resource-related constants and the assignment of resource virtual tables based on variable names and variable types. Third, for each callsite of the registration function, we take all the extracted resource-related constants to model the resources corresponding to the virtual table. Our approach requires some domain knowledge such as registration functions and the names of the key variables and key structures related to resource creation. In total, we have manually collected about 20 registration functions and key variables involving general resources such as sockets, devices and filesystems, covering most of the syscall variants.

Take the motivating case in Figure 1 as an example. Triggering \texttt{rds\_rdma\_extra\_size} involves an indirect call, which directs the control flow to \texttt{rds\_sendmsg}. Thus we denote \texttt{rds\_sendmsg} as an anchor function and inspected all its references. It turns out that \texttt{rds\_sendmsg} belongs to \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} which is a virtual table-like structure of RDS socket. Next, we analyze the resource creation to determine which resource-related constants the \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} correspond to. The creation of RDS socket is shown in Figure 5. First, the initialization of RDS module invokes a socket registration function in line 4. By analyzing its argument and its recursively nested fields, we obtain the family type and the create function. We then further trace into \texttt{rds\_create} and obtain the assignment of \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} in line 22. What’s more, we could find a check on the socket type in line 16 and informs the value of socket type \texttt{SOCK\_SEQPACKET} is similar to an assignment statement. We analyze all of the assignment statements and identify the assignment of resource-related constants and the assignment of resource virtual tables based on variable names and variable types. Thus we denote \texttt{rds\_sendmsg} as an anchor function and inspected all its references. It turns out that \texttt{rds\_sendmsg} belongs to \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} which is a virtual table-like structure of RDS socket. Next, we analyze the resource creation to determine which resource-related constants the \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} correspond to. The creation of RDS socket is shown in Figure 5. First, the initialization of RDS module invokes a socket registration function in line 4. By analyzing its argument and its recursively nested fields, we obtain the family type and the create function. We then further trace into \texttt{rds\_create} and obtain the assignment of \texttt{rds\_proto\_ops} in line 22. What’s more, we could find a check on the socket type in line 16 and informs the value of socket type \texttt{SOCK\_SEQPACKET} is similar to an assignment statement. Therefore, we figure out that, the anchor function \texttt{rds\_sendmsg} requires a \texttt{AF\_RDS SOCK\_SEQPACKET} resource.

**Matching based on Anchor Functions.** Given a kernel function as the target, we match it to syscall variants based on the anchor functions associated with it from the control flow. Specifically, we perform a backward control flow analysis from the target kernel function and record all the paths. For each path, we locate all anchor functions on the path and combine their models as the model of the path. Then, we match the path to syscall variants by checking whether they share the same operation and resource model. At last, we take the merge of matched syascalls of all paths as the matching results of the target function. Note that if the backward control flow introduces an incorrect path due to the incorrect indirect call analysis, the path will not match any syscall variant because developers do not write Syzlang descriptions for a patch that does not exist. Therefore, our matching does not introduce false positives because of the inaccurate control flow analysis.

**Identifying Entry Syscalls.** Given a target code location, we combine the traditional control flow analysis and our matching approach to identify its entry syascalls. We first perform control flow analysis with the type-based indirect call analysis [31] to construct the control flow graph (CFG) and identify primitive syascalls that can reach the target. Then we model kernel functions with the constructed CFG and match the target function with syscall variants. At last, we take the intersection of the reachable primitive syascalls and the matched syscall variants as the entry syascalls for the target location, which prunes the infeasible analysis results.

### 4.2 Syscall Dependency Inference

In addition to the entry syscall that serves as the entry point, triggering the target site requires other syascalls to provide the entry syscall with resources or to set the kernel status. We refer to these system calls as related syascalls. In general, we determine related syascalls by inferring the syascalls that the entry syscall depends on via analyzing the creation and use of resources. Since the result of static inference is not sound, Syz2Direct balances the use of the inferred related syascalls with the exploration of other syascalls during the fuzzing process (see §4.5).

Specifically, we adopt the static learning algorithm proposed by Healer [40] to identify syascalls that have explicit relations with the entry syscall. The algorithm first analyzes the entry syscall’s input parameters and extracts the parameters’ resource types. Then it recognizes the syascalls that can generate these resource types as related syascalls by analyzing the return value type of all syascalls. Since Syzlang supports inheritance between resource types, we...
also take the inheritance relationships when analyzing the return value type. In some cases, the resource parameter required by the target system call is of a very generic type, resulting in hundreds of related system calls being recognized by the above steps. Therefore, when too many related syscalls are identified (e.g., greater than 10), we only keep related syscalls in the same module as the entry syscall.

4.3 Syscall Argument Refinement

After determining the entry syscall, we further identify the variant-independent conditions required to reach the target location on the syscall arguments and refine the entry syscall’s argument description. Due to the complexity of performing field-sensitive condition analysis of syscall parameters in the kernel, we propose a light-weight method to identify conditions on arguments instead of performing precondition analysis [9, 12, 33] or symbolic execution [11, 36].

Our light-weight condition identification consists of two steps. First, given a target location and one of its entry syscalls, we identify two kinds of conditions that dominate the target location. Similar to existing data condition sensitive fuzzing [7, 17], we focus on the conditions of comparison with constants (e.g., magic numbers) and extract the constant value as well as the literal of the constant. In addition, we also take the resource condition which affects indirect calls into consideration. That is, a syscall variant might take some sub-resource (e.g., a control message to send) as its argument, and the type of sub-resource determines the target of indirect call in a similar way to the motivation case described in §2.2. To model the resource conditions, we analyze the sub-resource registering and represent a sub-resource with the constants associated with it, as what we do for resource modeling in §4.1.

After extracting the conditions on the arguments from the kernel code, we match each extracted condition with the argument conditions included in the Syzlang description of the entry syscall. We perform condition matching by inspecting whether the literal of the extracted condition appears in the definition of any argument (as well as its recursively nested fields) and whether the value of the literal in the kernel code is the same as that in the Syzlang description. Our literal/value-based matching takes advantage of the fact that the well-written Syzlang descriptions clearly define the syscall parameters (including object parameters) as well as the constants in parameter definitions and the naming of constants refers to the Linux header files. Once a condition is matched, we obtain constraints about which field of the argument should be set to which value/type for triggering the target site. That is, the other values/types for the constrained field are useless for DGF and should be pruned from the description. Thus, we refine the syscall argument description by removing the definition of these useless values/types from the description.

For example, as shown in Figure 6, the second parameter of sendmsg$rds is a msghdr_rds object and its structure is defined in line 3 to line 7. One of its nested structures, cmsghdr_rds is defined in line 9 to line 13. cmsghdr_rds is a union and could be any of the legal control message objects. Syzlang further defines seven legal control message type from line 10 to line 12 and specifies the value of the type field (RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS, RDS_CMSG_RDMA_DEST, etc.) for each message type. From the condition at line 6 of Figure 1, we extract a potential argument condition named “RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS”, and it matches the argument description in line 10 of Figure 6. Thus we know reaching rds_rdma_extra_size requires sendmsg$rds take a “RDS_CMSG_RDMA_ARGS” message and other types of message objects are useless. At last, we refine the argument definition by removing the definition of other message objects (i.e., line 11 - line 12) from the definition of cmsghdr_rds.

4.4 Distance Calculation and Instrumentation

SyzDirect mainly follows AFLGo’s method to calculate the static basic block level distance and makes some adaptations for the Linux kernel. First, SyzDirect constructs the call graph (CG) of the Linux kernel with the MLTA algorithm [31] which handles the indirect calls based on type-based analysis. Based on the constructed CG, SyzDirect performs reachability analysis for the target site to find out the reachable functions and unreachable functions. For basic blocks in unreachable functions, their distance to the target site is recorded as infinity. Then, SyzDirect performs intra-procedural analysis to construct the CFG for each reachable function. Based on the CFG and CG, SyzDirect follows the formula proposed in AFLGo to calculate the basic block level distance \( d_0 \) for each basic block in reachable functions. Compared to the original implementation of AFLGo, we introduce the reachability analysis to reduce the overhead caused by the unrelated code during distance calculation.

In addition, we compute several utilities that are used to facilitate the directedness in kernel fuzzing based on the block-level distance.

(1) **Syscall level distance** describes the distance of the execution path of a syscall to the target site. The syscall distance is computed by taking the shortest distance of all the basic blocks executed by the syscall.

(2) **Seed level distance** describes the distance of the input seed execution to the target code. We use the minimum syscall distance of all syscalls included in the input seed as the seed level distance.

(3) **Template level distance** describes the distance of all the seeds generated by the template to the target site. We take the average of the top 5 short seed distances generated from a template to calculate the template level distance.

We modify the KCOV module [23] to instrument the kernel to track the basic block level distance. Since the KCOV module
monitors the execution of an entire syscall, we also modified the KCOV module to dynamically calculate the syscall distance. After receiving distance feedback from the KCOV, the fuzzer calculates the seed level distance and template level distance.

4.5 Directed Kernel Fuzzing with Template Guidance

SyzDirect generates templates based on the static analysis results. In particular, SyzDirect generates a template for each pair of entry syscall and its related syscall with the refined argument description. In the directed fuzzing process, SyzDirect utilizes the generated templates and runtime distance feedback to guide the fuzzer. In general, the mutation and scheduling strategies of the directed fuzzer follow two principles to improve its effectiveness.

1) Template guided mutation. The template provides the necessary syscall sequence and important argument conditions for triggering the target site, that the static analysis identifies. Therefore, SyzDirect performs seed mutation under the guidance of templates. That is, it tends to generate seed inputs that not only contain the syscall sequence indicated by the template but also satisfy the parameter constraints indicated by the template.

2) Distance guided scheduling. Similar to the existing directed fuzzers [10, 14], SyzDirect schedules the seed priority based on the distance feedback. Seeds that are closer to the target site have a greater probability to be mutated. In addition, since static analysis may provide multiple templates, the fuzzer also needs to prioritize the templates based on the distance information.

Based on these principles, we develop new seed selection policies and seed mutation strategies and introduce the template selection mechanism. In the following, we introduce these strategies in detail.

Initial Corpus Filtering and Generation. The fuzzer takes an initial corpus as the initial seeds. Since the initial corpus has a great impact on the performance of the fuzzer [34, 37], SyzDirect filters out the initial seeds that are of no use for reaching the target site. Specifically, SyzDirect analyzes the seeds in the initial corpus and matches them with the templates provided by the static analysis. If the syscall sequence of a seed contains the sequence provided by a certain template, SyzDirect keeps this seed. If not, SyzDirect rejects the seed.

In addition, SyzDirect performs initial seed generation if there are no valuable initial seeds. Given a template, SyzDirect generates several programs which consist of the sycalls provided by the template and leverage Syzkaller’s argument generation to fulfill their arguments. In addition, SyzDirect ensures that the resource generated by the related syscall is provided as the parameter to the entry syscall when generating the seeds.

Seed Preservation and Scheduling. As introduced in §4.4, We define the distance of a test seed as the shortest distance of all sycalls contained in that seed. As a directed fuzzer, SyzDirect regards a test case as interesting and preserves it as a seed if the test case has new edge coverage or achieves a shorter distance. SyzDirect schedules the seed in two aspects. First, in the seed selection process, SyzDirect prioritizes seeds with shorter distances because a shorter distance indicates that the seed is more beneficial for triggering the target site. Second, SyzDirect introduces power scheduling into the fuzzer which assigns different mutation chances to the test cases. A test case that is very close to the target site has more chances to trigger the target and should be assigned with more energy. Specifically, SyzDirect migrates the annealing-based power scheduling algorithm used by AFLGo [10].

Seed Mutation and Generation. SyzDirect utilizes templates to guide the seed mutation process in two dimensions: syscall mutation and parameters mutation. From the syscall perspective, for a given template, SyzDirect ensures that the test case generated by mutation contains both the entry syscall and the related syscall provided by the template. Specifically, SyzDirect checks whether the syscall sequence of the mutated test case matches a certain template. If there is no matching template, SyzDirect selects a template and inserts the syscall sequence of the selected template at the end of the test case. From the parameter perspective, SyzDirect ensures that the mutation process adheres to the parameter constraints in the template. In addition, since mutating the parameters of the target system call is more valuable for triggering the target, SyzDirect increases the parameter mutation probability for the entry syscall.

When the seed queue is empty, Syzkaller might generate a new seed directly. Similar to the adjustments made to the mutation strategy, we also modified the seed generation strategy. Specifically, SyzDirect likewise selects a template, generates a new program, and then inserts the sycalls from the template at the end of that program. During the generation process, SyzDirect ensures that the generated seed conforms to the parameter constraints of the template.

Template Selection. When the static analysis provides multiple templates, the fuzzer needs to select a template from them during the seed mutation. Since a shorter distance indicates that the template is of higher quality compared to other templates, SyzDirect also prioritizes the templates based on the template distance. Specifically, SyzDirect assigns weights values to each template based on distance and then calculates the probability of a template $t$ being selected based on the weights.

$$\text{Probability}(t) = \frac{\text{weight}_t}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{weight}_i}$$

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we comprehensively evaluate SyzDirect in various aspects. First, we evaluate the performance of SyzDirect in two significant application scenarios of directed fuzzing—bug reproduction and patch testing, which is an important criterion for measuring DGFs’ capabilities. We also compare SyzDirect with Syzkaller, SyzGo (the kernel port of AFLGo) and GREBE [28].

Second, we evaluated the the contribution of each key component of SyzDirect, including the syscall identification (i.e., the combination of entry point identification and syscall dependency inference), syscall argument refinement, and distance guidance. Third, we evaluate the accuracy of the static analysis, considering its significant impact on the performance of the directed fuzzer.

In summary, we aim to answer the following questions:

- RQ1: How does SyzDirect perform in reproducing the target bugs?
• RQ2: What is the performance of SyzDirect in patch testing?
• RQ3: How does each component contribute to SyzDirect’s performance respectively?
• RQ4: How effective is the static analysis of SyzDirect at extracting entry syscalls/arguments constraints?

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Evaluation Dataset. We construct two datasets to evaluate the performance of SyzDirect in the application scenario of bug reproduction and patch testing.

• Known bugs. We collect disclosed bugs that affect stable Linux kernel versions (i.e., v5.10-v6.2) from the Syzbot platform as the bug dataset. In order to mitigate the influence of the stability of bug triggering on our evaluation, we filter out the bugs that can not be steadily reproduced with the reproducer provided by Syzbot.

To ensure the diversity of the bug dataset, we follow two different strategies to select bugs from the remaining bugs. ❶ The first strategy is a purely random selection. We randomly pick 50 bugs that involve different bug types including WARNING, GPF, panic, etc. ❷ The second strategy is to select security-related bugs. In particular, we randomly pick 50 bugs that associate with Kernel Address Sanitizer (KASAN) because memory corruption errors are the most common security bugs in the kernel. Following such selection strategies, the dataset covers different types of kernel bugs and includes a lot of security-related flaws. Finally, the dataset consists of 100 bugs and we evaluate SyzDirect’s ability for bug reproduction on them.

• Patches. To ensure patch diversity, we take two different approaches to collect benign and faulty patches respectively. ❠ We randomly collected 33 patch fixes from the Syzbot platform. We manually confirmed that all 33 patches have correctly fixed the bugs and we took them as benign patches. ❢ As there is no publicly available dataset of faulty patches for the Linux kernel, we manually located faulty patches in the Linux kernel repository by reviewing the commit messages. Specifically, we inspected the “fixes” field of a commit, which points to the bug-introducing commit, and checked whether the bug-introducing commit was also a bug-fix commit. If it was, the bug-introducing commit was a faulty patch. In the end, we inspected commits from Linux kernel v5.10 to v5.18 and randomly selected 29 samples from the manually collected faulty patches, and the patch dataset consists of 62 (33+29) patches in all.

Due to the limited space of the paper, these two datasets are shown in detail in our github repository.

Evaluation Metrics. For patch testing and bug reproducing, we mainly focus on the number of cases each fuzzer could cover within the time limit. That is, the number of patches the fuzzer can successfully touch and the number of bugs it can successfully reproduce. For each case, we use the hitting-round and Time-to-Exposure (TTE) as the evaluation metrics, which are widely used by directed fuzzing papers[10, 14]. Specifically, hitting-round represents the times that a fuzzer triggers the target bug or reaches the target site in several repeated experiments. TTE is the first time that a fuzzer completes the target task (triggering target bug and so on). We calculate the arithmetic average of TTE in multiple repeated experiments as μTTE. In specific, if a fuzzer does not trigger the target over the fuzzing timeout (e.g., 24 hours), the TTE of this case is regarded as the timeout.

Baseline Fuzzers. We compare SyzDirect with three fuzzers: Syzkaller[18], SyzGo and GREBE [28].

• Syzkaller is the most widely used coverage-guided kernel fuzzer. We choose Syzkaller as a baseline for non-directed fuzzers.
• SyzGo is a fuzzer where we adopt the method of AFLGo[10] (one of the state-of-art DGFBs) to Syzkaller and we take it as a baseline for directed fuzzers. In particular, SyzGo collects the seed distance via the method introduced in §4.4 and leverages AFLGo’s annealing-based power scheduling to prioritize seeds.
• GREBE is the most related work of SyzDirect. It takes a directed fuzzing approach to explore more error behaviors of a kernel bug. In particular, we made two adjustments to migrate GREBE to our evaluation tasks. First, GREBE requires the PoC program as its initial corpus which is not available in bug reproduction and patch testing. Thus GREBE takes the default corpus provided by Syzkaller as its initial seeds in our evaluation. Second, the original GREBE’s analysis failed in some cases of our dataset because it does not fit the latest version of KASAN. Thus, we extended GREBE’s bug report parsing and fixed these failures.

We use Syzkaller, SyzGo and GREBE as baselines to show that SyzDirect is far more efficient than existing directed and non-directed fuzzers.

Environment and Configuration. In all experiments, we utilize LLVM to compile the kernel with the configuration files provided by Syzbot. Since the initial seed corpus greatly impacts the effectiveness of fuzzers[34, 37], we use the same initial seeds for the three fuzzers, provided by the default setting of Syzkaller. All experiments are conducted on a server machine with 144 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6254 CPUs (3.10GHz) and 384 GB RAM, running a 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 LTS system.

5.2 RQ1: Bug Reproduction

In this experiment, we apply SyzDirect as well as three baseline fuzzers to reproduce bugs in the known bug dataset with their crash reports. For each bug, we analyze the stack trace of the crash reports and then manually determine the target code location for SyzDirect and SyzGo. GREBE takes the crash reports as input and automatically identifies the critical objects. For each target, we set a fuzzing time limit of 24 hours for SyzDirect and SyzGo. Since Syzkaller is not a directed fuzzer, we give it 48 hours to have a fair comparison. Each experiment is repeated 10 times to reduce statistical errors. In addition, we run GREBE for 7 days for each case, as the authors of GREBE suggested in the paper. Since it is inaccurate to confirm whether the target bug is reproduced by matching the crash title[32], we manually checked all crashes generated during fuzzing to determine if the target bug was successfully reproduced by a fuzzer.

Comparison with Syzkaller. During the experiment, Syzkaller and SyzDirect reproduced 43 bugs. We present the detailed results in Table 1 and summarize the 24-hour result in the Venn diagram of Figure 7. In particular, SyzDirect and Syzkaller reproduced 42 and 10 known bugs, respectively. SyzDirect covered all bugs
Syzkaller24h

Figure 7: The Venn diagram of 24-hours bug reproducing results.

reproduced by Syzkaller24h. Even though we ran Syzkaller for 48 hours, Syzkaller24h only covered two more bugs that SyzDirect could not. In addition, SyzDirect achieved a 154.3x speed up compared to Syzkaller on the 10 bugs covered by both of them. This result demonstrates that SyzDirect significantly outperforms the existing generic kernel fuzzers.

Comparison with SyzGo. The performance of SyzGo is also presented in Table 1 and Figure 7. In particular, SyzGo reproduced 11 known bugs, all of which could be reproduced by Syzkaller. In addition, on the 10 bugs, SyzDirect achieved a 81.9x speed up compared to Syzkaller. Surprisingly, though SyzGo is a directed fuzzer, it does not fare much better than Syzkaller. This demonstrates that distance guiding alone is not effective enough in narrowing down the exploration space of kernel fuzzing. In contrast, SyzDirect introduces new approaches and techniques and significantly outperforms SyzGo.

5.3 RQ2: Patch Testing

In this experiment, we apply SyzDirect to test patches in the patch dataset and compare our approach with SyzGo and Syzkaller.

Table 1: The performance of SyzDirect, SyzGo and Syzkaller in bug reproducing. We present the results of running Syzkaller for 24 hours and 48 hours, respectively. For a fair comparison, we only calculate the time Speedup of SyzDirect compared to Syzkaller.

Table 2: Comparison between SyzDirect and GREBE in bug reproducing.

...
The goal of patch testing is to test the patch code under different contexts to discover potential patch-related bugs. Thus we take patch coverage as the primary metric, i.e., whether the fuzzer reaches the patched code. We set the code modified by the patch commits as the target for DGF. For the patch commits which modified several positions, we manually locate the code that is the most relevant to the bug cause as the target position.

For the 62 patches, 49 can be reached by at least one fuzzer in 24 hours. As shown in Figure 8, SyzDirect covers all patches touched by other fuzzers. Specifically, SyzDIRECT, SyzGo, and Syzkaller24h cover 49, 36 and 39 patches, respectively. Compared to these fuzzers, Syzkaller48h can only reach one more patch. Table 3 presents the speedup of SyzDirect compared to Syzkaller24h.

### Table 3: The performance of SyzDirect, SyzGo and Syzkaller in patch testing. We present the results of running Syzkaller for 24 hours and 48 hours, respectively. For a fair comparison, we only calculate the time speedup of SyzDirect compared to Syzkaller24h.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch ID</th>
<th>Fuzzer</th>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>μTTE(h)</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Syzkaller24h</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The Venn diagram of 24-hours patch testing results.
• **Incomplete dependent syscall inference (R1).** SyzDirect infers the syscalls that have an explicit dependency with the entry syscall as related syscalls, which misses the syscalls with an implicit dependency on the entry syscall. Due to the incomplete dependent syscall inference, SyzDirect failed to generate the required syscall sequence to reach the target site.

• **Difficulties in generating proper arguments (R2).** In some cases, SyzDirect generates the proper syscall sequence but fails to generate arguments that could trigger the bug or target code. Though SyzDirect leverages the extracted argument conditions to guide the argument mutation, there are still two challenges to generating proper parameters. First, SyzDirect’s static analysis mainly focuses on the conditions of reaching the code instead of triggering the bug. Thus SyzDirect is unable to generate arguments that satisfy the strict constraints of triggering the bug though the bug is reached. Second, generating object arguments such as file system images remains very challenging for Syzkaller. SyzDirect inherits the limitations of Syzkaller in this aspect.

• **Lack of deep analysis for related syscall (R3).** Triggering the target bug/site requires not only the correct arguments for the entry syscall but also specific context and arguments for the related syscall. SyzDirect’s static analysis does not perform deep analysis for related syscall such as argument conditions for related syscall to reach the target. As a result, SyzDirect may fail when the related syscall requires specific parameters or complicated contexts to reach the target.

As the detailed case breakdown presented in Table 4, more than half of the failures are caused by the lack of deep analysis of related syscalls. In this paper, our main technical contributions are the identification of the entry point and the argument refinement of the entry syscalls. We leave the deep analysis of related syscalls as future work. In §6, we will discuss how to improve SyzDirect.

### Table 4: The cause breakdown of failure cases. R1 is incomplete dependent syscall inference; R2 is difficulties in generating proper parameters; and R3 is lack of deep analysis for related syscall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Bug Reproduction</th>
<th>Patch Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.5 RQ3: Contribution of Different Components

As introduced in §4, SyzDirect’s guidance on directed fuzzing comes from three components: distance feedback, syscall identification, and syscall argument refinement. To evaluate the contribution of each key component, we designed and implemented two variants of SyzDirect. **We designed SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg},** a variant version of SyzDirect that disables the syscall argument refinement component. In addition, the syscall parameter mutation of SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} preserves the default implementation of Syzkaller. **We designed SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoDistance},** a variant version of SyzDirect that disables the runtime distance feedback.

That is, SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoDistance} schedules the seed queues following the Syzkaller’s default first-in-first-out order. We then reran the bug reproduction experiments using SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} and SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoDistance} with a 24-hour limit and compared them with SyzDirect. In addition, we repeated the experiments 10 times for each case. Note that since syscall argument refinement is based on the syscall identification, we could not only turn off the syscall identification component. Fortunately, we can evaluate the effect of syscall identification by comparing SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} and SyzGo. The main difference between them lies in that SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} leverages the syscall identification.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 9. SyzDirect, SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg}, and SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoDistance} successfully reproduced 42, 22, and 23 bugs in 24 hours, respectively. On the one hand, the full version of SyzDirect covers nearly 100% more bugs than SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} and SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoDistance}, proving that the syscall argument refinement and distance guidance are very effective. On the other hand, SyzDirect\textsubscript{NoArg} covers nearly 100% more bugs than SyzGo. The result demonstrates that distance guidance alone has little effect on DGF but can be significantly improved by utilizing the entry syscalls and dependent syscalls identified via the static analysis techniques proposed in the paper. In a word, all three key design components contribute a lot to SyzDirect.

#### 5.6 RQ4: Static Analysis Effectiveness

To provide a better understanding of the performance of SyzDirect’s static analysis, we evaluate the the effectiveness of entry point identification, dependent syscall inference, and argument refinement in the bug reproduction dataset.

**Effectiveness of entry point identification.** The results of entry point identification in the 100 bugs are presented in Figure 10. The results demonstrate that SyzDirect identified an average of 3.61 entry syscalls from more than 4,000 syscalls for each bug.
particular, SyzDirect identified no more than 3 entry syscalls for 61% bugs.

It is difficult to prove that a syscall is impossible to reach the target site. We have therefore adopted an estimation method to measure the effectiveness of entry syscall identification. In particular, we extracted the entry syscall used by the PoC as the correct entry syscall and compare it with the syscalls identified by SyzDirect, which shows the lower bound of our approach. The result turns out that SyzDirect correctly located the entry syscall used by the PoCs for all 100 bugs and identified an average of 2.61 more other syscalls. These results demonstrate that SyzDirect’s static analysis is able to locate the correct entry syscall and greatly reduce the syscall entry exploration space for DGF.

Effectiveness of dependent syscall inference. SyzDirect infers the dependent syscalls for each identified entry syscall and takes the syscalls which the entry syscall depends on as related syscalls. We count the number of pairs of entry syscall and related syscall for each bug. As presented in Figure 11, 60% of the bugs have no more than 10 pairs of entry syscall and related syscall. There are six bugs that have more than 40 pairs. This is because their entry syscalls require a generic resource object (such as a TTY object) as the argument, causing Syzdirect to locate a large number of producers as related syscalls. We also compared the syscalls from the PoC with the SyzDirect’s results. It turns out that SyzDirect correctly located the related syscall for 87 bugs. For the remaining 13 cases, SyzDirect fails to infer the correct related syscall because SyzDirect only considers the explicit dependencies between syscalls. More interestingly, among the 13 failed cases, SyzDirect still reproduces 6 bugs because the fuzzer generated the correct related syscall via the seed mutation.

Effectiveness of argument refinement. To evaluate the syscall argument refinement, we investigate whether SyzDirect extracts valid argument conditions for the correct entry syscall used in the PoC. In all, SyzDirect extracts argument conditions for the correct entry syscall in 59 of the 100 target bugs. After manually analyzing the bugs’ triggering process, we found that the extracted conditions are necessary to reach the bug site in 54 bugs. In the other 5 bugs, the static analysis locates conditions that are not related to triggering the bug because the extracted condition is on other kernel variables instead of the syscall arguments. For the 41 (100-59) bugs, SyzDirect extracts no argument conditions due to two reasons. First, some argument-related checking is very complicated and the SyzDirect’s static analysis does not model such checks, thus failing to collect the conditions. Second, SyzDirect’s argument refinement heavily depends on the Syzlang descriptions. For several syscalls, Syzlang description does not provide detailed argument definitions, thus the extracted conditions could not match any argument and are dropped by our analysis.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Inaccuracy of Static Analysis

SyzDirect performs static analysis to identify various information to reach the target site. Though SyzDirect exploits the design of kernel and Syzlang descriptions to mitigate false positives of entry point identification and false negatives of argument refinement, the static analysis still has false positives and false negatives. Since we have given dynamic fuzzing flexibility to explore syscalls other than static analysis results, fuzzing can help correct part of the errors as discussed in §5.6. Completely eliminating the inaccuracies of static analysis is very challenging. On the one hand, it requires more effective building block tools to perform perfect control and data flow analysis for the kernel. On the other hand, it requires a full understanding of the kernel’s semantics to match kernel functions to Syzlang descriptions.

6.2 Further Analysis of Dependent Syscalls

Dependent syscalls and their arguments also affect whether the target site can be triggered indirectly. As the first DGF for Linux kernel, we focus on addressing the main challenges of the existing works, i.e., entry point identification and argument refinement for entry syscalls. We plan to explore how to identify dependent syscalls more accurately and how to perform argument refinement for dependent syscalls in the future.

6.3 Reliance on Syzlang

As introduced in §3 and §4, the static analysis of SyzDirect does rely on manually-defined Syzlang. Fortunately, some techniques
These works aim to cover more kernel code and bugs, while there has been lots of work on directed greybox fuzzing. We propose SyzDirect as a general DGF solution for the Linux kernel, which can serve a variety of tasks, including crash reproduction, patch testing, etc. In addition, there is some work that presents some customized DGF techniques for specific tasks. KLAUS [44] aims to assess the correctness of kernel patches via directed fuzzing. In order to trigger the vulnerabilities related to incorrect patches, KLAUS’s directed fuzzing mechanism not only focuses on reaching specific program sites but also considers the order and type of patch-altered read and write operations. GREBE [28] proposes a fancy method to explore more error behaviors of a kernel bug. GREBE presents a static analysis framework to identify critical kernel objects for a bug and then introduces a directed fuzzing mechanism that takes the hits of critical objects as feedback. Compared to these works, SyzDirect is a general DGF and takes the code reachability as the primary goal. Thus SyzDirect proposes several new techniques to identify syscalls and argument constraints required to reach specific program sites.

### 7.2 Kernel Fuzzing

Linux kernels are an important target in fuzzing. Unlike user-space applications which take the main function as the entry point, the Linux kernel has several different entry points, including system calls, I/O control handler functions, and interrupt request handlers functions. Since the syscall interface is the most widely used, many efforts are devoted to testing the kernel through the syscall interface [4, 18, 24, 34, 38, 40, 42]. Besides taking the code coverage as the feedback, many works utilize different techniques such as static analysis [34], symbolic execution [24], dynamic analysis [40] and reinforcement learning [42] to improve testing efficiency. In addition to testing the system call interface, researchers propose some novel techniques to test other channels such as direct memory access (DMA) [39], USB interface [35], and driver interruptions [21]. These works aim to cover more kernel code and bugs, while SyzDirect focuses on testing a specific code location.

### 7.3 Syscall Identification for Fuzzing

In addition to generic kernel fuzzing which explores all syscalls, there are also efforts that explore how to identify critical syscalls based on different fuzzing scenarios. SemFuzz [45] aims to generate proof-of-concept based on well-written bug reports. It applies natural-language processing to extract the required syscalls from bug reports and Linux git logs to guide fuzzing. GREBE [28] proposes an automated approach to identify valuable syscalls for exploring more error behaviors from the seed corpus during fuzzing. However, it requires the PoC program as its initial corpus to determine the initial range of syscalls. In a word, existing work relies on auxiliary materials such as well-written bug reports and PoC programs to facilitate the syscall identification. In contrast, as a general DGF tool, SyzDirect locates syscall the valuable syscalls for a given target site in the absence of such material.

### 8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SyzDirect, a DGF solution for the Linux kernel. To address the unique challenges posed by the nature of Linux kernel, SyzDirect employs novel static analysis to identify the entry syscalls as well as the conditions on its arguments, which greatly narrows down the exploration space for DGF. Combining the distance-based feedback and statically extracted information, SyzDirect adjusts its seed scheduling and seed mutation to guide the fuzzer stress-test the target site. Our extensive evaluation on upstream Linux kernels shows that SyzDirect is more effective and efficient than generic kernel fuzzers and existing DGF techniques in crash reproduction and patch testing.
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